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t’s no secret that these are tough
times for the oil and gas industry. In the
four years following oil’s steep drop in
2014, price volatility grew 12%. Alternative
forms of energy are becoming increasingly
popular, and the price of a barrel of oil
remains low. In the face of these chal
lenges, oil and gas companies are imple
menting digital technologies to drive
efficiency throughout the value chain and
become more resilient. But success has
been limited. One key reason that is
often overlooked: an inability to fully
leverage data.
The IT systems at most oil and gas compa
nies include a multitude of legacy software
applications purchased from various ven
dors in different formats across many dif
ferent functions. The inflexible architecture
of these systems often makes the underly
ing data inaccessible. In addition, the in
dustry has failed to maintain a strong focus
on data quality. Companies have preferred
to give each function the flexibility to store
data in whatever way it finds most useful
and to use the data formats provided by

vendors. This has made it difficult to build
repeatable use cases or to combine data in
cross-functional use cases. Compounding
these challenges, the IT organization is
often set up to provide solutions tailored
for individual functions rather than for use
across the value chain.
To take full advantage of their data and de
velop the digital capabilities critical for
competitive advantage, companies need to
build a central platform that includes a
data warehouse, a data lake, or both. This
approach will make data easier to find and
analyze and will aid in the development of
digital solutions that deliver value. It will
also centralize data governance, allowing
for a cross-functional perspective and mak
ing it easier to provide the guidance neces
sary for ensuring data availability, quality,
and security for the entire organization. A
few oil and gas companies are already see
ing the benefits of data platforms. One in
ternational oil company, for example, cred
ited its platform investments with annual
cost savings of $7 billion over a recent
three-year period.

Choosing the Best Way to Store
Your Data

readily available. And because they use
preconfigured combinations, they can pro
duce analytics results fast. But they have
their disadvantages. Time to value is high
because data must go through a lengthy
structuring process before it can be stored
in a warehouse. This means that the user
must know upfront which data will be
stored. In addition, the need for structuring
makes incorporating new data sources dif
ficult; for data from unstructured or semi
structured sources, it’s nearly impossible.

Oil and gas companies can build a central
ized data platform in one of three ways.
They can move their information to a data
warehouse, a repository of structured data.
They can put it in a data lake, a vast reposi
tory of structured and unstructured data.
Or they can use a warehouse and a lake in
tandem. (See the exhibit.)
Data Warehouse. Data warehouses are
most valuable in use cases with structured
data tied to a set of specific and wellknown data sources. They are useful for
activities such as regulatory and com
pliance reporting, where the accuracy
and consistency of insights are important
and data is structured and unchanging.
For example, a global oil company that
wanted to develop a common reporting
solution for a local business unit recently
built a data warehouse that would pro
vide a single source of truth for manage
ment dashboards.

Data Lake. Building a data lake requires
simply loading the information. This
greatly accelerates the time to value
because the data does not need to be
structured first; that can be done as needed
for specific use cases.
In addition, because data lakes get their
storage capabilities from distributed com
moditized hardware and open-source soft
ware rather than from legacy systems, they
can scale to enormous capacity. And struc
tured and unstructured information can be
stored in infinite combinations. Data lakes
can, for example, include large data stores

Data warehouses are proven technologies,
with many solutions, vendors, and experts
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that are essential to the high-frequency
time series data common in both upstream
and downstream production. Such flexibili
ty and scalability allow companies to adopt
the latest digital technologies.
But there’s a downside: because the infor
mation hasn’t been structured, data lakes
require more rigorous governance and
management than warehouses. They also
require people with data lake architecture
and data engineering skills, who are far
scarcer than data warehouse experts.
When a national oil company embarked on
its digital transformation journey recently,
it put all its data in a data lake. Given that
there was no data warehouse in place, this
provided the shortest time to value as well
as the greatest flexibility.
Data Warehouse in Tandem with a Data
Lake. Companies that already have a data
warehouse can also deploy a data lake for
new use cases that have additional
requirements. They can migrate use cases
that combine structured and unstructured
data into a data lake, while limiting the use
of a data warehouse to use cases that
require high-performance, repeatable, and
auditable results. Some modern cloudbased data warehouses such as Snowflake
or Amazon Redshift also allow combined
queries across structured, semistructured,
and unstructured content. But maintain
ing multiple repositories adds complexity
and cost.
An international oil company recently
chose to add a data lake, because it had an
established production-reporting data ware
house but needed a data lake for new digi
tal use cases that required both structured
and unstructured data from several differ
ent sources. Only by adding a data lake
could the company meet these new require
ments and have a short time to value.

Building and Deploying the
Data Platform
Once a company has determined which
type of data repository will work best, the
next step is to build out the platform with
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use cases and the data they require, and
scale it to full realization. The following
practices are key.
Decide on your optimal solution. Compa
nies can build their own platform using a
generic cloud service such as AWS, Google,
or Azure, or they can purchase a data suite
from an industry vendor such as
Schlumberger DELFI or Palantir. In either
case, the choice must offer enough flexibili
ty to support the digital transformation. A
generic cloud service will offer high flexibil
ity and many components that can be used
across different functional and crossfunctional use cases. But it may take more
time to ingest data; it also may require
custom components.
Vendor expertise and ready-made compo
nents for data ingestion, storage, and mod
eling help data suites reduce time to value.
But they can restrict solution design to the
options that the suites employ.
Define what belongs in the optimal data
platform. The company’s strategic goals
should dictate which kinds of use cases and
data to store in a platform. Specifically, this
means selecting use cases that will lever
age the platform’s functionality to provide
business value.
Decide how to integrate your data. There
are two options. Companies can build
either a single data platform shared across
the company or multiple data platforms
with a common mechanism for integrating
data sources (a virtualization layer).
A single platform provides seamless ac
cess to data across the value chain but
requires more effort. Moreover, the wide
variety of data involved may create tech
nical challenges.
Data residence regulations can sometimes
force oil and gas companies to have multiple
platforms. These require less effort to build
but can lead to performance issues when
working across data sets. In addition, it’s less
clear where to store cross-functional use case
results. Establishing some guidelines—such
as sticking to a single technology solution
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and c olocating data to minimize its move
ment across platforms—will help avoid per
formance and cost issues, reduce application
latency, and simplify data governance.
Build out and scale up incrementally.
Often companies want to show value by
adding many types of data to the platform
all at once. But if they don’t take the time
to integrate the data, the use cases won’t
be scalable and will provide little addition
al value. Instead, we recommend first
developing and integrating individual use
case minimum viable products (MVPs) in a
simplified architecture stack. This requires
building automated pipelines that feed
data from source systems to the data
platform, which is then able to generate
analytics and visualizations to deliver
insights to business users.
To scale up successfully, companies need to
follow a fail-fast approach, integrating and
scaling each use case only after it has
demonstrated value. This method makes it
possible to adjust the solution as technology
develops. And it will provide a broad range
of functional and cross-functional solutions
that provide new business insights. Even
simple use cases, such as the combination of
time series sensor data and maintenance
work order data into a single view, can pro
vide engineers with a valuable source of in
formation for troubleshooting. The same
data can then enable predictive mainte
nance solutions for the medium term.
Establish governance on three fronts.
To prevent unnecessary use cases and
other sources of inefficiency, it’s essential
to put solid controls in place in the follow
ing areas:

••

Use Cases. To ensure that the platform
houses only use cases that lead to value,
the governing group will need to
prioritize the use cases that will pro
duce the highest return.

••

Technology. It’s also important to
decide which technologies to deploy.
Since not all requirements will be clear
initially, we suggest giving teams the
freedom in the early stages to select
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technology components for rapid
development, then later standardizing
and rationalizing these components.
This approach will allow flexibility in
the short term before requirements and
then components are locked in place.

••

Data. Equally important, the governing
group must appoint someone to
determine where master data will be
held, what that data will look like, and
who will be responsible for managing
different data elements to ensure
accessibility, security, and quality. This
will help steadily improve data quality
over time, thus enabling rapid analytics.

Acquire the necessary capabilities. Deploy
ing data technologies requires skills and
experience that some oil and gas com
panies don’t have. In order to create their
own comprehensive data platform, com
panies need to either build internal capa
bilities or team up with a partner. Third
parties can provide a range of architectural
options, from data lake distributions,
which are suitable for companies that want
an o
 nsite data center or cloud-based
implementation, to full platform-as-a-
service offerings.
Whichever option is preferable, oil and gas
companies will require some internal
capabilities to build the platform. Data
architects, data engineers, and others with
data skills will be essential in designing
and implementing the solution and engi
neering the data for use cases and analyt
ics. These employees will also be needed
after the platform is built to ensure mainte
nance and further development.

Reaping the Benefits
Once fully realized, the data platform pro
vides tremendous transparency not only
across the organization but throughout the
entire value chain, from exploration to pro
duction and beyond. By freeing data from
siloes, a flexible data platform enables new
cross-functional use cases—such as auto
mated well design, which requires data
from a variety of functions, including geol
ogy, geophysics, and engineering.
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This type of platform provides the same
benefits across the entire value chain. Up
stream subsurface data stores can provide
nonexploration business segments better
access to exploration data. Downstream,
data from different channels can be com
bined to develop a better understanding of
the customer, allowing the company to bet
ter target offerings. Additionally, predictive
analytics can be used to optimize ordering,
storage, and utilization of materials across
the value chain. The potential is huge.

A

s the need for digitization grows, so
will the need for data platforms. It’s
therefore important for companies to re
gard them as an investment that will re
quire much in the way of time and resourc
es but will offer long-term benefits. By
adding more and more data in a managed
way, companies can make a data platform
a powerful source of advantage.
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